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Markham Roberts
Beginning with 1937, the April issue of each vol. is the Fleet reference annual.

Made for Export 2010 Summer (No.602)
From celebrated design expert and interior designer Athena Calderone, a look into how creatives decorate their spaces
Beautiful design isn’t just pleasant to look at; it improves the quality of our lives. In Live Beautiful, the highly anticipated
design book by Athena Calderone, the EyeSwoon creator taps into her international network of interior decorators, fashion
designers, and tastemakers to reveal how carefully crafted interiors come together. She also opens the doors to two of her own
residences. With each homeowner, Calderone explores the initial spark of inspiration that incited their design journey. She then
breaks down the details of the rooms—like layered textures and patterns, collected pieces, and customized vignettes—and offers
helpful tips on how to bring these elevated elements into your own space. Filled with gorgeous photography by Nicole Franzen,
Live Beautiful is both a showpiece of exquisite design and a guide to creating a home that’s thoughtfully put together.

A Tale of Interiors
More Style, Less Stuff Cozy Minimalism isn’t about going without or achieving a particular new, modern style. Nope. It’s
simply a mindset that helps you get whatever style YOU LOVE with the fewest possible items. You want a warm, cozy, inviting
home, without using more resources, money, and stuff than needed. Why use more if you don't have to? In Cozy Minimalist
Home, accidental stylist and bestselling author Myquillyn Smith guides you step by step on making purposeful design decisions
for your home. You'll have the tools to transform your home starting with what you already have, and using just enough of the
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right furniture and decor to create a home you're proud of in a way that honors your personal priorities, budget, and style. No
more fretting when it comes to decorating your house! In Cozy Minimalist Home, Myquillyn Smith helps you Realize your role
as the curator of your home who makes smart, style-impacting design choices Finally know what to focus on, and what not to
worry about when it comes to your home Discover the real secret to finding your unique style—it has nothing to do with those
style quizzes Understand how to find a sofa you won't hate tomorrow Deconstruct each room and then re-create it step by step
with a fail proof process Create a pretty home with more style and less stuff—resulting in backwards decluttering! Finish your
home and have it looking the way you've always hoped so you can use it the way you've always dreamed After reading
Myquillyn's first book, The Nesting Place, women everywhere were convinced that it doesn’t have to be perfect to be beautiful
and they found real contentment in their homes. But how does a content imperfectionist make actual design decisions? Cozy
Minimalist Home is the answer to that question. Written for the hands-on woman who'd rather move her own furniture than hire
a designer, this is the guidance she needs to finish every room of her house. With people, priorities and purpose in mind,
anyone can create a beautiful home that transcends the trends. A pretty home is nice, but a Cozy Minimalist home goes beyond
pretty and sets the stage for connection, relationship, and rest.

Nathan Turner's American Style
Brimming with top stylemakers' and designers' innovative floral design ideas to enliven the home, Living Floral will resonate
with those who appreciate the beauty and everyday luxury of flowers. For this inspirational, yet instructive, book Shaw
presents portraits of top tastemakers at home who share their joy of flowers. From interior designers Charlotte Moss, Suzanne
Rheinstein, and Bunny Williams, and event designer Tara Guerard to floral and garden experts Sybil Sylvester and P. Allen
Smith and culinary consultant Alex Hitz, these luminaries impart their personal botanical point of view. They show how to
incorporate flowers in home decor and present numerous ways to entertain with flair. Interior designers illustrate how eclectic
furnishings work well with floral and botanical accents in fabric, wallpaper, artwork, and accessories to shape chic indoor
spaces. We will learn how traditionalists and modernists put together an attractive table; for example, by mixing heirloom silver
with simple white china and bright flowers arranged in everyday glass containers. This gorgeously photographed book
concludes with a primer on such topics as extending the life of fresh-cut flowers and assembling a table runner of charming
blooms. Living Floral is a must-have for flower and interior design enthusiasts, as well as home gardeners.

Atomic Ranch Midcentury Interiors
The designer shares photographs and anecdotes together that exemplify his blending of traditional and contemporary styles.

An Invitation to Chateau Du Grand-Luc
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Contemporary food goes way beyond avocado and quinoa salads. Delicious Places presents the new wave of caf s, restaurants
and entrepreneurs that are writing a fresh chapter on culinary culture.Food culture has come a long way. New restaurants, bars
and caf s are born out of fresh ideas that, with a clever twist, lead to an unprecedented culinary experience that balances
location and concept--and ultimately influences a new world of food.Delicious Places collects the examples that execute the
business idea in the best possible way. Single-dish restaurants, traditional pasticcerias, fisherman cooperatives with the
freshest produce or high-end restaurants in the mountains. They offer a unique experience that starts the moment you set foot
in the door and spans from the interiors to the branding, and behind the scenes to the supply chains and sustainable
procedures. Take a seat at the table and feast your senses one by one--the mind will follow.

Japan Style
Suzanne Kasler is known for her classically inspired rooms, pretty palettes, and comfortable spaces. She brings Southern
charm, European sensibility, and a respect for architectural details to her interiors. Her neutral palette, spiced with hits of
color, creates warm spaces that are elegant yet inviting. Inspired by fashion, Kasler uses a scarf as a throw, adds grosgrain or
satin banding to the bottom of a chair cover, accents draperies with Chanel-like piped borders, or embellishes a bed frame with
delicate handpainted patterns. It is these exquisite haute couture details that drive her design aesthetic. Kasler's m lange of
antiques, midcentury pieces, and modern furniture makes her layered interiors attractive and livable. Lavishly illustrated, this
beautiful volume showcases a range of Kasler's projects, from a luxurious Georgian mansion in Atlanta's Buckhead to a
sophisticated farmhouse in Tennessee and a beach house in Watersound, Florida. Offering a wealth of original design ideas that
are refreshing and full of verve, Inspired Interiors is a welcome addition to any library of interior design books.

West
The rolling prairies and ranch communities of the great heartland of America's West may be a long way from New York City,
but renowned photographer Anouk Masson Krantz has clocked up many thousands of miles over several years exploring and
capturing in rich photographic detail the compelling worlds of the American cowboy/cowgirl, championship rodeo arenas, ranch
life and farming communities of this slice of the United States. Set out in a beautiful large-format book, the pages within are
filled with Krantz's magnificent duotone images of the spirit of an extraordinary group of people and their lives, and in their
own words, their great love of family, tradition and work ethic, and their great pride and affinity with their animals and the rich
American rodeo championship sporting culture. Earning wide acclaim for her incredible fine art work exhibited in galleries and
published in the bestselling Wild Horses of Cumberland Island ISBN 9781864707427 (2017), also by IMAGES, West: The
American Cowboy is another artful, intimate study of the American character and their sense of place, and is a unique
collection of works brought together by this award-winning photographer and storyteller. AUTHOR: Born and raised in France,
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Anouk Masson Krantz moved to the United States in the late 1990s. Living in New York, she completed her high school at the
Lyc e Francais and earned her bachelor degree while working for a lifestyle magazine. Following college she worked at
Cartier's corporate office in New York that oversees the Americas. Anouk later studied at the International Center of
Photography and has developed several notable bodies of work, including Wild Horses of Cumberland Island. Her work has
appeared in prominent galleries and earned accolades from the International Photography Awards and International
Monochrome Awards. Her first book Wild Horses of Cumberland Island (2017) became an immediate bestseller among the
photography genre. The book and her art have been praised by international publications, such as Vanity Fair, Town &
Country, Time, Harper s Bazaar, Daily Mail UK, and Garden & Gun among many others. SELLING POINTS: * Exceptional fine
art photography - several years in the making - of the American cowboy/cowgirl and rodeo communities, the horse and cattle
ranches, and the remarkable landscape of America's Wild West, by celebrated and award-winning photographer, Anouk Masson
Krantz * Intimate explorations and portrayals of a society that honours historical traditions and practices a set of values that
includes honesty, integrity, loyalty, work ethic, and dedication to family * A lavish tome filled with rich and awe-inspiring
photography of mysterious and inspiring elements of American culture, accompanied by the author/photographer's unique
storytelling 175 b/w photographs

Made for Export 2011 Sprint (No.605)
Inspired Interiors
From the Third Coast comes this inspirational interiors book by award-winning interior designers Sandra Lucas and Sarah
Eilers, who show us how to design inviting homes with a classical backbone that are stylish and versatile for today's living.
Native Houstonians Lucas and Eilers's aesthetic marries the entrepreneurial, can-do spirit of the West with Southern grace.
The distinctive influences of their hometown--from the architecture of John Staub to the textures and color palettes of the
surrounding Texas ranches and expansive landscapes to the impact of futuristic NASA--infuse their design choices. Whether
traditional, contemporary, or transitional in style, the rooms they create are timeless. The duo's seasoned insight into the
principles and elements of interior design forms the book's heart. Touching on such topics as scale and proportion, color and
light, and pattern and texture, they explore their pragmatic, imaginative approach to creating expressive living spaces in a
diverse range of projects from coast to coast. They then tour us through several homes, including a comfortable family ski
compound in Utah with repurposed rough-hewn wooden beams and custom forged-steel fireplace surrounds; a Houston shotgun
home rich with patina; and a charming Gulf Coast beach house. For those passionate about interiors, this wealth of design
fundamentals is inspirational.
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The New Glamour
Modern Mix
In this artful book, Nicole Hollis shares her beautiful holistic environments, which thoughtfully balance a modern spirit of
innovation with a reverence for artisanal craftsmanship. Nicole Hollis's approach to contemporary living is to create timeless
interiors that blend seamlessly with the environment. Featured is a wide range of residences in city, country, and coastal
settings that masterfully mix the simplicity of line with organic complexity to create refined spaces. A striking home in the
Marin County town of Tiburon features natural materials and dramatic touches that embrace the property's sweeping views of
the San Francisco Bay. A Kona Coast property set on a lava field reimagines a Hawaiian open-plan sanctuary with a modern
design scheme of rich textures, including lava-basalt floor tiles and coral wall blocks. Michele Oka Doner's lighting employs the
shape of Kiawe tree branches. A San Francisco pied- -terre is an elegant contrast study in black and white, infused with
historical nuances. These curated spaces are comprised of art, found objects, and bespoke furnishings that underscore Nicole's
appreciation of texture, craft, and nature.

Nicole Hollis
The authors in this book ask us to consider whether the perception of beauty has been defined by our genetics and culture
over the years - has it grown and changed? Do certain neural connections define our emotional reactions to beauty? Does
beauty follow any rules or laws? Can the aspiration toward beauty be detrimental? Can we divorce ourselves from dictates and
sink into a mindful connection with our internal beauty? Can we move from the superficial where "beauty is only skin deep" to
an intense appreciation of beauty in all of its variations. The Perception of Beauty will lead to a deeper understanding and
contemplation of nature, art, and the world around us.

Interiors
In this richly illustrated style guide from an unabashed hoarder of all things beautiful, design editor and entertaining expert
Eddie Ross reveals his insider secrets to creating exciting interiors, table settings and parties with chic and accessible finds
that celebrate who you are and what you love. Featuring never-before-published photographs of Eddie’s own homes—his
eclectic apartment in New York and Pine Hill Farm in Connecticut—Modern Mix cracks the code to navigating thrift shops, yard
sales and flea markets with confidence. Funny and insightful, Eddie is like a trusted friend on the front lines of flea markets and
thrifting, telling you what to look for, where to find it and how to restore it. Then he shows you how to use color and pattern to
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infuse your finds with a fresh, playful spirit, combining high and low, new and old, classic and modern elements into a warm and
inviting style that expresses your personality. In each of the book’s eight chapters—Inspire, Discover, Acquire, Restore, Curate,
Mix, Style and Entertain—Eddie builds upon the essential insights he reveals at every turn, culminating in a gorgeous grand
finale of gawk-worthy rooms, table settings, bars, buffets and parties. With more than 350 full-color photographs, time-saving
tips and real-life shortcuts to decorating and entertaining beautifully on a budget, Modern Mix will open your eyes to the
extraordinary possibilities within your reach and inspire you to live every day colorfully and creatively.

The Welcoming House
An invitation to enter the residences of some of the top interior designers in the world--see their style and practicality in
action, and adopt some of their winning ways. With pillows fluffed and curtains pulled back, design secrets are revealed. From
established masters of the field (Jamie Drake, Stephen Sills, Tom Britt, Jeffrey Bilhuber) to comparatively newer talents, the
reader will learn about diverse approaches to decoration and the art of fine living from some of today's most successful interior
designers--with wit, candor, and passion. Other featured subjects include Alex Papachristidis, Robert Couturier, Howard
Slatkin, and Katie Ridder. From suggestions on entertaining and creating noteworthy tablescapes to practical advice on storage
and displaying collections, the text guides readers to live full and savvy lives. Decorators' own residences--ranging from town
houses to studios--show design in action and often reflect concise principals for living efficiently and stylishly. Join New York
Social Diary and many of the top interior designers of today to get a behind-the-scenes look at how the professionals live in
their private (and refined) worlds. A book for decorating professionals and lovers of interior design and life in the great city.

The New Formal
This work contains the work of the interior decoration firm of Aman & Meeks and includes ten magnificent residences Park
Avenue apartments and Upper East Side townhouses in New York as well as properties in Greenwich, the Hamptons, and Palm
Beach.

Live Beautiful
Interior designer Jeff Andrews reveals his decorating secrets in a refreshing, youthful, and livable take on what glamour today
can be. Kourtney Kardashian. Kris Jenner. Kaley Cuoco. These Hollywood stars and more have turned to Jeff Andrews to
deliver his trademark high style to their homes. In his first book, Jeff Andrews guides us through the bold spaces he has
created for his celebrity clients, while sharing his philosophy on design, exploring topics such as creating a vision and keeping
unexpected choices elegant and cohesive; cultivating cinematic style with sweeping staircases and a feeling of extravagance,
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while never insisting on buttoned-up formality. Throughout, Andrews reminds us that interiors must be balanced--whether it's
making sure that even the most sophisticated house has a sense of welcome, or adding an element of rusticity, like grasscloth
walls, to an otherwise sleek modern space. Captivating light fixtures, luxe-yet-comfortable furniture, and carefully curated
collections come together for a modern take on old Hollywood glamour that will inspire and instruct. Colorful and fun, this is a
sourcebook of cool California living at its best.

Soul of the Home
Ilse Crawford, one of the most influential interior and product designers working today, is known for her holistic design ethos,
and it's application to our daily lifestyle. The most complete monograph of Crawford's work to date, this book looks at the work
of her studio, StudioIlse, which bridges the worlds of interior design, architecture, product design, and brand creation, with the
philosophy of putting the human being at the center. In addition to completed projects, A Frame for Life looks at her unbuilt
projects, her curriculum as Head of the Dept of Man and Well Being at Eindhoven, and daily life at StudioIlse. The book is
organized thematically according to the values espoused by StudioIlse, as these values motivate the studio's work on every
project and provide her "frame work for life." Each chapter has a thematic overview and a discussion between Ilse and Eddie,
followed by 2-4 StudioIlse case studies/projects. Chapters include: Introduction: Design that Puts the Human Being at the
Center; The Ongoing Story of a Place, and Design that Can Be Smelt, Heard, and Felt to name a few. Sidebars include: The
Ones that Got Away; Family Lunch at the Studio; Extended Family- Our Friends and Relationships. New photography illustrates
the beautiful and inspiring interiors, and is augmented by plans, drawings, and behind-the-scenes looks at StudioIlse's process.

Moods
Provides a look at the work of interior decorator William Hodgins, including such commissions as the American ambassador's
house in Paris and an apartment building on San Francisco's Nob Hill.

Kelly Wearstler
This impressive showcase of the top interior designers in Michigan features Greater Detroit, Grand Rapids, and the upscale
communities along the Great Lakes’ shores.

Perception of Beauty
"The art of living graciously"--Dust jacket.
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Made for Export 2010 Autumn (No.603)
"The secret ingredient in successful interior design lies in the art of layering: arranging all your disparate things so that they
work together. From Amber Lewis, the trendsetter designer known for her effortlessly layered look, comes a book for attaining
a modern eclectic style"--

Expressive Interiors
Spectacular Homes of Michigan
Tastemakers Christiana and Aimee of Hygge & West know that the key to making a house into a home is in the
decoration—whether that means embracing natural elements, creating cozy spaces, making room for family, or finding your own
personal charm in every space. Hygge & West Home offers a look into 20 covetable homes designed to promote feelings of
coziness, companionship, and comfort, from an intimate apartment in San Francisco to a log cabin in Wyoming, a family home in
Minneapolis, and a colorful oasis in Brooklyn. With page after page of aspirational interiors, engaging interviews with home
owners, and tips on creating similar feelings in any space, this eyecatching book explores what makes a house a truly personal
space and offers readers the tools and inspiration to make their home their own.

A Frame for Life
Made for Living
* A visually powerful and practical book for creating the perfect Nordic-inspired home* A complete primer for decorating your
home in the Nordic style, based on Scandinavian mood boards and examples* The author is a well-known Scandinavian
designer and TV personality "A good starting point in designing beautifully, is to adapt to your surrounding architecture and
nature - the materials and colors and decorate with your own personal style. Truly knowing your own style is tantamount to
interior designing with that ever-important personal touch. And finding your own individual style can be a difficult and
confusing journey," - Katrine Martensen-Larsen.The (New) Nordic Style is here to stay. The use of rich Scandinavian
materials, pure colours, and a distinctive graphic style turn out to be timeless. Yet many people who are looking to create the
Scandinavian look at home do not find it easy to match these common elements of Nordic style. Step by step and using
different mood boards, themes, materials, light, furniture and floor coverings, Katrine Martense-Larsen explains how to create
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your own ideal Scandinavian interior.

The Curated Home
Award-winning interior designer Timothy Corrigan provides inspiration and instruction in the art of French decoration and
living with the story of his stunningly restored French chateau. Who hasn’t dreamed of an idyll in the French countryside, in a
handsome historic house surrounded by fragrant gardens and lush orchards, filled with pretty rooms for entertaining friends?
Welcome to Chateau du Grand-Luc , designer Timothy Corrigan’s home in the Loire Valley. Corrigan purchased the chateau in
2004 and set about restoring the house to its full French glory with his signature mix of continental elegance and California
comfort. The book travels from the striking entry hall to the elegant bedrooms, as Corrigan offers indispensable decorating
advice based on his experiences, including how to live in historic homes in a modern way. A celebration of the gracious
symmetry of French classical decoration and architecture amid the pastoral beauty of the French countryside, An Invitation to
Chateau du Grand-Luc is the perfect gift for all Francophiles.

Cozy Minimalist Home
The whimsical, layered, incredibly chic, and livable interiors and the fresh and original insights of the coolest design duo fill
every page of this treasure chest of a debut interiors book. Every Pierce & Ward home tells a story. Emily and Louisa believe
that there is a beauty in the unfolding of a room that takes the eye dancing from one piece to the next, swirling over velvets of
peach and gold, gliding over glass and marble, and stopping to take in the homeowner's precious sentimental favorites. As the
designers for such Hollywood powerhouses, supermodels, and rock stars as Brie Larson, Leonardo DiCaprio, Dakota Johnson,
Kate Hudson, and Karen Elson, Pierce & Ward artfully blend classic elements and fanciful touches, creating an irresistible
kaleidoscope of patterns, textures, art, and objects. Stately striped wallpaper mixes with French florals. Brass-lion bookends
sit beside trays inlaid with glinting mother-of-pearl. Milk-glass globes hang down hallways like glowing moons to guide one's
path. Humble finds from eBay and lovingly worn textiles mix with museum-quality art and family photos. This book will teach
readers about organized abundance and un-gaudy decadence, with a dash of restraint for good measure: it's an evocative and
inspiring ode to the art of more.

Living Floral
The first monograph on GRADE New York, an architecture and design studio dedicated to creating artistically curated
environments in a cutting-edge contemporary setting. Architect Thomas Hickey and interior designer Edward Yedid partnered
to establish GRADE New York as a unique practice where architecture and interiors merge into a seamless continuum. Within
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their refined and beautifully proportioned spaces, a meticulously curated selection of furnishings, contemporary art, and
exquisite objects create a luxurious and personal environment for their clients. New York Contemporary presents seven
apartments in the most glamorous condominium buildings in Manhattan, including a penthouse at Place 57, a pied- -terre at
551 West 21st Street by Norman Foster, and 56 Leonard Street by Herzog & de Meuron. A special feature is an in-depth look
at Edward Yedid's own duplex on Madison Avenue, where the principles of structuring and curating the space have created a
sleek but warm and inviting home for his family.

Suzanne Kasler: Sophisticated Simplicity
Kit Kemp is back with another colorful and exciting interiors book that showcases her unique approach to design. For over 20
years, Kit Kemp has been at the forefront of the international design community, developing a signature style which mixes
contemporary works of art by both well-known artists and unknowns -- all of whom paint with soul as much as skill -- with
Kit's own furniture designs, antiques, and junk shop finds. All of this is set against a layered backdrop of luxurious fabrics,
bespoke wallpapers and hand-finished detailing which creates instant impact. In Design Thread, Kit shares the inspiration
behind her creative process: whether it's a house in the country or a city pied- -terre, a hotel suite or beach bar, her unique
eye for design shines through. Kit considers every element of her interiors in detail, each one treated as a work of art in its
own right, with an emphasis on creating personal, authentic, handcrafted spaces which capture the imagination and stand the
test of time. Alongside the stunning images of room sets and detailed close-ups, from her hotels to her private residences,
there will be great insight into the inspirations behind Kit's work, including her design collaborations.

The Commercial Car Journal
Singapore is the setting for the film 'Crazy Rich Asians' and this book celebrates some of Singapore's amazing houses.

New York Contemporary
Past meets present in this stylish guide to decorating modern homes with heirlooms and antiques Designer and antiques dealer
Tara Shaw is a respected supplier of French and European antiques for a host of AD100 and Elle Decor A-listers, including
Bobby McAlpine, Mary McDonald, and Bunny Williams. In her first book, she helps readers understand how to select the best
antiques and how to use them in a variety of decor schemes. The book presents never-before-published spaces from Shaw's
portfolio and reveals her favorite antique-hunting spots throughout Europe. Anecdotes from years of treasure hunting are
accompanied by images of rare and precious finds, with text that decodes just how to choose the right pieces and display them
in a contemporary interior. Readers will be able to look at each space and take away ideas they can apply to their own homes,
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to create personalized rooms full of provenance and beauty.

Singapore Colonial Style
Atomic Ranch Midcentury Interiors showcases the virtues of the popular and ubiquitous ranch houses that sprang up across the
country following World War II. It features the exceptional interiors of eight houses, discusses successes and challenges, and
shows how to live stylishly. Tips are shared on color, flooring, window coverings, furniture arrangements, and how off-theshelf components can be turned into custom features. The homeowners' stories explain why these rooms work, and provide
you with resources and ideas for everything from garage doors to the art on the wall. Writer Michelle Gringeri-Brown and
photographer Jim Brown publish the quarterly magazine Atomic Ranch, which features ranch homes built all across America.
They are the authors of Atomic Ranch: Design Ideas for Stylish Ranch Homes and live in Portland, Oregon, in a 1952 brick
ranch.

William Hodgins Interiors
Since forming their practice in 1999, Will Meyer and Gray Davis have designed some 200 private and public spaces that
epitomize hip luxury style. Their interiors are as dazzling and dramatic as they are comfortable and welcoming--a carefully
calibrated balancing act that has become their trademark and won them a loyal clientele. As furniture designer David Netto
says in his foreword, "Their style--while original--seems inevitable, and after you see a project by Meyer Davis Studio you say
to yourself, 'Why didn't I think of that?' " Made to Measure tells the story of their ascent into the upper echelon of American
design and shares their firm's philosophy and process. Illustrated with hundreds of stunning photographs, plans, and drawings,
the book explores the symbiosis between their residential and commercial projects and shows how Meyer Davis Studio has
redefined modern luxury.

Design Thread
With a style that is accessible and chic, Nathan Turner's aesthetic is Nate Berkus meets Colin Cowie and Domino Magazine.
Turner's unique approach to design for living incorporates his accessible, California chic aesthetic. He will show readers how to
design their home to create a space that is relaxed and stylish, but still functional and affordable. Turner's practical tips and
tricks for affordable home makeovers and remodeling will also be included along with many never before seen projects,
including his own Malibu retreat or his families Ranch in Northern California. The book will also incorporate another one of
Turner's passions; entertaining. Turner will show readers how to create a space that's inviting for others and allows them to
easily entertain in their home. His ideas, tabletop design, easy party themes and menus, teach readers to how to be chic hosts,
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ready to open up their home for visitors at any time. Informed by his eclectic background and varied passions for decor, travel,
entertaining and food, Nathan Turner's American Style will appeal to readers looking to incorporate Turner's stylish and
relaxed aesthetic into their home and life. Praise for Nathan Turner's American Style: “The interior designer and entertaining
expert Nathan Turner believes in designing and entertaining ‘with low effort and high style.’ Such is the ethos he imparts in
his new book, Nathan Turner’s American Style: Classic Design and Effortless Entertaining.”—The Wall Street Journal

Hygge & West Home
For her lavishly illustrated new tome, influential interior designer Suzanne Kasler shares her approach to the art of home
decoration, from the fundamentals of room arrangement to finishing touches. Best-selling A-list designer Kasler (AD 100 and
Elle Decor) is known for rooms with a foundation in tradition, pretty palettes, and timeless sophistication. She mixes American
and European eclectic furnishings to create comfortable living spaces. In this collection of recent unseen residences in town
and country and at the shore, the designer reflects on catalysts for her inventiveness. Richly photographed profiles include
inviting and modern family homes and oceanfront estates. Kasler shows how she incorporates fresh ways to organize a guest
area, create outdoor spaces for luxuriating and entertaining, and assemble captivating vignettes. The result is a wealth of
original ideas for design professionals and anyone with a passion for interior design--an essential addition to every design
library.

Made to Measure
"Wearstler shares her creative world, profiling in detail her latest residential and commercial designs (several previously
unpublished) and her sumptuous new San Francisco Proper Hotel, as well as her creative process. Full of ideas and with
beautiful images of many never-before-photographed interiors" --supplied by publisher.

Making Rooms Your Own
Enter the world of the stylish Japanese house, where every object in sight is a work of art. Japan Style introduces 20 special
residences. With more than 200 color photographs, this book showcases Japanese design in the stunning beauty of old homes
and reveals how they are cared for by their owners. Traditional Japanese homes, with superbly crafted fine wood, great
workmanship and seasonal interior arrangements, have an aesthetic of infinite simplicity. Unlike Japanese inns and historical
buildings, the Japanese architecture featured in this book is on private property not open to public viewing. Japan Style offers a
rare glimpse into the intimate world of everyday Japanese culture and fascinating insight into the traditional architecture of
Japan.
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Delicious Places
Infuse thoughtfully furnished rooms with your own personal style, for every part of your home. Drawing on inspiration from his
personal style, world travels, and client experience, Grant K. Gibson takes you on a journey to curate your perfect home. This
highly instructional design book covers wall-to-wall, floor-to-ceiling, in an engaging and comprehensive look at what makes a
home both functional and beautiful. Learn the importance of not just decorating with objects, but infusing your living space with
items that have meaning in your own life. Each chapter focuses on a different element of the home: foyer, living room, dining
room, kitchen, bedrooms, kids' rooms, and bathrooms and powder rooms. Discover Grant's design philosophy'and the questions
you should be asking yourself'as it pertains to each respective room. Sidebars with design secrets, decorating tips, and howtos provide further instruction. Thorough and personable, showcasing photography from Grant's portfolio, his travels, and vast
collection of previously unpublished snapshots taken in the process of his design work, The Curated Home is home d cor
inspiration at its best.

Fleet Owner
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